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Welcome from the 
General Manager
2020 marks an important year for CELSA Manufacturing UK Ltd. As a sustainable 
producer of steel from recycled materials, we are continuously striving to minimise 
the impact we have on our planet as a company.
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CELSA Steel UK are committed to continual 
improvements in all of our activities, to minimise or 
eliminate any adverse impacts to the environment. 
We operate an Environmental Management System 
of ISO14001:2015 certification. This is just one of 
the ways that we as a company have shown ongoing 
commitment to responsible steel production. This 
sustainable philosophy is further galvanised by our 
certification to the BES 6001 and Eco-Reinforcement 
responsible sourcing standards developed by BRE.

This year represents exciting progress for us, as we 
are committing to bigger and better environmental 
goals than ever before. As one of the largest steel 
recycling companies in the UK, we are proud to 
announce our commitment to achieve net zero 
emissions in the future. In addition to this, CELSA 
Steel UK have recently made significant progress 
on our plan to measure and reduce our scope 3 
associated carbon emissions.

In order to achieve our ambitious goals, each of 
our operational units has a unique set of targets to 
complete each year. In this 10th edition of CELSA UK’s 
Environmental Statement, data from 2019 production 

has shown that the company continues to progress 
in increasing its production standards, including a 
reduction in energy used per tonne produced in the 
EAF, and a significant reduction in the amount of water 
used per tonne of production in our Rod and Bar Mill. 
This is due to the commitment across the company for 
continual improvement.

It is now, more important than ever to think about the 
environmental impacts of our actions as a company, 
and lead the way for a more sustainable future in the 
UK steel industry.
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Introduction 
to CELSA

CELSA was founded in Barcelona  
in 1967 with its first rolling mill.  
A decade later an electric arc 
furnace started producing  
steel at the Barcelona plant.  
The CELSA GROUP™ grew  
through reinvestment and 
successive acquisitions to  
become a well-recognised  
brand in steel manufacturing.

CELSA has a diverse range of 
steel production and processing 
operations strategically positioned 
across Europe to both maximise 
our competitive spread and to 
reduce our transportation impacts. 
The CELSA group of companies 
employ about 7,000 people across 
Europe, operating from seven 
steel plant locations and numerous 
downstream fabrication units. 

We take our responsibilities 
seriously. We believe in people  
and are committed to the health, 
safety and development of our 
employees and communities in 
which we operate in. We believe 
in sustainable development and 
are committed to the ongoing 
improvement in managing the 
environment and in supplying 
sustainable products. We believe 
in integrity and are committed to 
managing all aspects of our business 
with honesty and transparency. 

We strive to be global leaders in 
steel through our ground-breaking 
approach, delivering best-in-
class service to our clients. ISO 
14001:2015 CELSA Manufacturing  
is certified to the ISO 14001 

Over 50 years 
of supporting 
businesses

Environmental Management System, 
and has been since July 2005. 
ISO 14001 is used to control and 
improve CELSA’s environmental 
impact and during the summer of 
2017, CELSA adopted the revised 
standard ISO 14001:2015. CELSA 
has seen a number of benefits in 
adopting this system, including more 
efficient management of materials 
and energy, as well as a reduction in 
negative environmental incidents. 
Eco-Reinforcement and BES 6001  
As part of CELSA’s contribution  
to sustainable construction  
practices and sustainable 

development objectives, CELSA’s 
products are accredited to the 
Eco-Reinforcement Responsible 
Sourcing Standard (Issue 2,  
Eco-Reinforcement Ltd 2009),  
Eco-Reinforcement parent 
standard, BES 6001, and the BRE 
Environmental & Sustainability 
Standard for the Responsible 
Sourcing of Construction Products 
(Issue 2, BRE Global Ltd 2009). 

This environmental statement  
has also been written in accordance 
with the higher level requirements  
of both the Standards. 

CELSA achieved an Eco-
Reinforcement certification 
rating of ‘Good’, whilst also 
attaining a ‘Good’ status in BES 
6001 certification for all other 
steel products manufactured in 
Cardiff. This is an indicator of the 
continual improvement CELSA 
has accomplished following its 
commitment to implementing  
an environmental management  
system, and the progress made 
through certification to the  
Eco-Reinforcement standard.

CELSA strive towards 

100%  
renewably sourced 

electricity

Sourcing

cleaner, 
greener 

renewable 
energy
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CELSA values

Our facilities at Cardiff comprise a new state of  
the art melt shop built in 2006, and two hot rolling 
mills: One for rolling reinforcing products and wire 
rod, the other for rolling merchant bar and light 
sections. We manufacture and deliver around  
1 million tonnes of finished product annually, mostly 
for the UK and Irish markets. We employ over 500 
staff, as well as several hundred sub-contractors,  
in South Wales and see our business as an important 
supporter and member of the local community. All 
of the steel we produce in our melt shop is produced 
from scrap metal using the electric arc furnace  
(EAF) process – we are a steel recycling plant.

Our purpose
To satisfy all our customers with quality products, 
excellent and direct service. To be a competitive, 
profitable and innovative group, leading our target 
markets and achieving sustained growth, by being  
an efficient, flexible and dynamic organisation.

We believe in
Our people, their effort, professional and personal 
development and teamwork. Continuously improving 
all of our processes and activities and the permanent 
updating of our technology. Managing and operating 
our business in an ethical, safe and environmentally 
responsible manner.

CELSA group values
• We live for our customers

• We feel like owners

• We respect people and teamwork

• We are sharp and flexible

• We lead as groundbreakers

• We fight for results

Honesty TeamworkHumility PassionCreative 
perseverance

Groundbreaking 
approach

Environmental Statement 2020 Introduction to CELSA
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About 
CELSA steel recycling 

company

No 1 in the 
UK

CELSA UK
Cardiff, Wales

CELSA 
ARMERINGSSTÅL 

Mo i Rana, Norway

CELSA HUTA 
Ostrowiec, Poland

CELSA HQ 
Barcelona, Spain

CELSA ATLANTIC 
A Caruna, Spain

CELSA NERVACERO 
Vizcaya, Spain

CELSA FRANCE 
Bayonee, France

CELSA GLOBAL  
STEEL WIRE 

Santander, France

STEELMAKING SITES

UK FABRICATORS
– BRC
– Express Reinforcements 
– ROM Group

CELSA Manufacturing (UK) Ltd (CELSA) was acquired by the CELSA Group in 2003. CELSA is the 
largest producer of steel reinforcement in the United Kingdom and one of the largest producers 
of other long steel products. 
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Standards and 
Certifications

CELSA UK adheres to this 
responsible sourcing standard, 
which ensures that we are able 
to prove our products have been 
created from responsibly sourced 
materials. As an independent, 
third party assessed certification, 
it reinforces the credibility of the 
quality which our products have.

This standard looks at the 
Environmental Management 
System a company uses. It’s 
assessed against a wide range 
of criteria to ensure a company 
is keeping reliable records of 
any activities and demonstrating 
environmental awareness and 
responsibility. Although many 
other manufacturing companies 
already adhere to this standard, 
there is unlimited potential for 
improvement, which CELSA UK 
has continued to take advantage 
of since it was certified to the 
previous edition of the standard 
(ISO 14001) in July 2005.

CELSA UK is proud to provide its 
customers with a wide range of 
high quality steel products. Each 
product and process is subject to 
stringent quality control to ensure 
that products conform to British 
and European Standards through 
CARES approval and CE marking. 
CELSA’s Quality Management 
System is certified to ISO 9001.

Eco-Reinforcement is an additional 
third party accredited certification 
for all of CELSA UK’s Rod and Bar 
Mill products, created specifically 
for the reinforcing steel sector in 
order to demonstrate compliance 
with BES 6001 (above). Being steel 
industry specific means that exacting 
standards are used to assess 
compliance of CELSA UK products  
to responsible sourcing practises.

Both BES 6001, and Eco 
Reinforcement have been 
developed by the Building 
Research Establishment (BRE).

CELSA Steel UK enlisted in 
Supply Chain Sustainability 
School in 2020, and have already 
proceeded to the second tier, 
marking good progress and 
ongoing commitment to our 
sustainable sourcing of the 
materials in our supply chain.

OHSAS 18001:2007, with the 
following copy underneath: 
“CELSA UK is certified to OHSAS 
18001:2007 health and safety 
standards. This standard ensures 
that the highest possible level 
of safety is ensured for all our 
employees by using the standard’s 
occupational health and safety 
framework system. We aim to 
continuously improve the policies, 
procedures and measures that we 
have in place to guarantee that 
the best available practises are 
used to protect the health of our 
employees, who will always be  
our greatest asset. 

07



Biological materials

Harvest

Mineral extraction / 
Manufacture of materials

Losses to be minimalised

Restoration

Biogas

Biochemical raw     
material

Anaerobic digestion / 
Compost

Raw material for bio-
chemical extraction

Technical Materials

Recycling

Renovation / 
remanufacture

Reuse / 
redistribution

Maintenance
Cascades

Manufacture of parts

Manufacture of products

Service supplier

Energy recovery

Landfill

Harvest Harvest

Consumer User

01   Primary raw materials 
The primary raw material used in the production 
of our steel is ferrous scrap metal which 
contributes in excess of 98% of the constituent 
raw materials by mass and volume.

02
  Secondary raw materials 

Other consumables include the mineral additions 
of ferro-alloys, coke and lime, which are added  
to control the chemistry and remove impurities 
from the molten steel.

03
  Energy 

The use of energy in the form of electricity, 
natural gas and carbon additions is significant  
and is central to the process of recycling steel.

04
  By-products 

By-products formed during the melting process 
include lime slag which is utilised as a secondary 
aggregate, dust utilised for zinc extraction and 
mill scale which is used in the manufacture of 
ferro-alloys and cement.

05   Waste 
Periodically we have to drain the process water 
either to the sewer system or to controlled waters, 
which we always try to keep to a minimum.

Environmental Statement 2020 Production
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06
  Emissions 

Emissions of CO2 are significant due to the 
combustion of carbon bearing sources such 
as natural gas, coke and carbon. Also, the 
consumption of natural gas in our processes 
results in the release of SOx, NOx and CO.

07   Emissions to water 
The water used in our cooling systems 
undergoes chemical treatment to prevent 
corrosion, the formation of legionella and to 
remove sludge. Stringent limits are placed 
on the quality of the water released from our 
systems and regular monitoring enables us 
to meet these requirements.

08   Finished products 
We produce a range of steel products 
predominantly for the construction sector, 
but also with various other applications.

09   Transportation 
Our raw materials and our finished products 
require transport either by road, rail or 
sea. We are constantly working on ways to 
minimise the impact of transport by using 
rail wherever possible.

Production

Reinforcing bars
For the reinforcement of 
concrete (Grade 500C).

Channels, parallel, 
tapered flange and UPN
Typically used in composite 
steel construction.

Wire rod
For the production of reinforcing 
mesh and other applications 
including wire drawing.

Plain round bars
With various applications 
including construction.

Equal and unequal angles
Typically used as a structural 
steel element in construction.

High yield coils
For the reinforcement
of concrete (Grade 500C).

Flat bars
With various applications 
including construction, 
transport and machinery.
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Hinkley Point C – Nuclear Power Station

Supporting the future of low carbon energy.

Following the announcement of its approval in 2016 by 
the UK government, Hinkley Point C is the first in a new 
wave of Nuclear Power Stations to be built in the UK for 
over 20 years. The ambition for this project is to not only 
secure the future of UK energy consumption but also 
help reduce carbon emissions by providing a source  
of low carbon-electricity for UK consumers.

Since its announcement, CELSA Steel UK have been 
working alongside their downstream businesses 
as well as the Hinkley Point C, joint venture team, 
BYLOR to supply over 208,000 tonnes of reinforcing 
steel to this historic project. As a result, all of the 
reinforcing material supplied will be 100% UK sourced 
and will have a 98% recycled content. Coupled with 
these credentials, the material will also certified to 
the responsible sourcing standard BES 6001 and the 
responsible sourcing standard for reinforcing steel, 
Eco-Reinforcement.

Marking a significant milestone in the revitalization  
of the UK’s nuclear power industry, Hinkley Point C  
will make a major contribution to the UK’s move  
to achieve carbon neutrality by 2050. 

Due to the proximity of the project site to CELSA’s mill in 
Cardiff, CELSA are strategically placed to help minimize 
the overall carbon emissions associated with this 
project, as all of the reinforcing steel supplied will  
travel less than 200 miles from mill to construction site. 

Construction and operation of Hinkley Point C has 
created 25,000 employment opportunities, up to 1,000 
apprenticeships. There are currently over 4,000  
workers on site and it is anticipated that it will provide 
low-carbon electricity for around 6 million homes.

A sustainable approach to managing our inputs and  
outputs: SWIC

CELSA UK, based in Cardiff, is part of the South Wales Industrial Cluster 
(SWIC) Roadmap. The initiative will seek to identify the best options for 
cost-effective decarbonisation of industry in South Wales. This offers an 
exciting opportunity for CELSA to support infrastructure development 
for a hydrogen economy, which will remove the need for the use of 
natural gas in our manufacturing process.

The SWIC Roadmap will also have a crucial role to play in contributing 
to the UK’s progress towards its ‘net zero by 2050’ carbon emissions 
target, and will also increase long-term sustainability of manufacturing 
in South Wales. This in turn will have a positive impact on strengthening 
the resilience of the local communities associated with these areas of 
industry across Wales.

South Wales 
Industrial Cluster

Hinkley 
Point 
Nuclear

Environmental Statement 2020 Hinkley Point NuclearEnvironmental Statement 2020 South Wales Industrial Cluster

SWIC 
—

Helping CELSA  
become part of the

for generations  
to come.

Welsh 
landscape



Given the nature of the manufacturing processes, each one of the operations on site is permitted under the 
UK Environmental Permitting Regime, regulated by Natural Resources Wales. CELSA monitors its compliance 
against the emission limit values and discharge consents in accordance with each of the permit requirements. 
CELSA recognises that its business has an environmental footprint which needs to be carefully managed in 
order to reduce its impact on the environment.

Environmental Statement 2020 Environmental Permits
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Environmental 
Permits

CELSA holds the following  
permits/authorisations:

Melt Shop and Mineral Site:

• Environmental Permit (EPR/TP3639BH)

• Trade Effluent Discharge Consent (TE147G)

•  Licence to Abstract Water (21/57/25/78) 

Rod and Bar Mill:

• Environmental Permit (EPR/BV0759IC)

• Licence to Abstract Water (21/57/25/0048)

Sections Mill:

• Environmental Permit (BV0767IT)

• Trade Effluent Discharge Consent (TE147F)

Environmental data relating to CELSA’s Environmental 
Permits is reported to Natural Resources Wales. 
Information can be found from the Natural Resources 
Wales website at www.naturalresourceswales.gov.uk.

Whilst CELSA has not had any significant  
environmental incidents, there have been a small 
number of notifiable incidents which, in accordance  
with the Environmental Permits, require notification  
to Natural Resources Wales. 

In all cases, CELSA has been proactive in identifying  
the cause of such incidents and for investigating  
and implementing corrective measures. For those 
aspects of CELSA’s operations that represent the 
greatest potential for negative environmental 
interaction (emissions to air, land and water  
and energy consumption).

Emissions and legal compliance CELSA are required 
under the EU Emissions Trading Scheme (EU ETS) to 
publish annual greenhouse gas emissions, following 
verification from a certified body. The EU ETS works  
on the ‘cap and trade’ principle. The overall volume  
of greenhouse gases that can be emitted each year  
by the industrial facility covered by the system is 
 subject to a cap set at EU level. CELSA UK will  
be incorporated in to the new UK ETS system,  
following the withdrawal agreement from EU.

CELSA holds three Greenhouse  
Gas Permits:

• Melt Shop [UK-W-IN-11838]

• Sections Mill [UK-W-IN-12612]

• Rod and Bar Mill [UK-W-IN-12611]

13



CELSA is committed to continuously improving 
our environmental performance, and sets 
ambitious annual targets, to ensure that our 
operational units consistently strive for the 
best execution of the most up to date production 
techniques. CELSA continues to make significant 
progress in all its target areas, and drive effort in 
all units towards our goal of becoming a net zero 
carbon company before 2050.

Environmental Statement 2020 Environmental Objectives and Targets
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Environmental 
Objectives and 
Targets

Melt Shop

In 2019 the Melt Shop surpassed its 
monthly average energy reduction 
target by over 6 kWh/t.

Rod and Bar Mill

Sections Mill

378 kWh/t used

371 kWh/t used

2019 target

2019 actual

Target
Consume no greater than  
326 kWh/tonne of gas  
per month

Actual 
Consumed 355 kWh/tonne

Target
Consume no greater than 
100 kWh/tonne electricity 
per month

Actual 
Consumed 102 kWh/tonne

Target
Reduce water consumption 
(m3/tonne) by 5% on 2018 
producing 0.19 m3/tonne

Actual
Produced 0.22 m3/tonne

Target
Reduce oil consumption  
(L/tonne) by 30% based on 
2018 producing 0.25 L/tonne

Actual 
Produced 0.46 L/tonne

Target
Reduce hazardous waste 
(tonnes per month) by 5% on 
2018 producing 9.6045 tonnes

Achieved 
Produced 9.19 tonnes 

Target
Reduce gas consumption 
(kWh/tonne) by 3% on 2018 
producing 420.9 kWh/tonne

Actual 
Consumed 444 kWh/tonne

Target
Reduce commercial water 
consumption (m3/tonne per 
month) by 10% compared to 
2018 consuming 0.2 m3/tonne

Actual 
Consumed 0.27 tonnes

Target
Reduce oil consumption (L/tonne 
per month) by 12.5% compared to 
2018 consuming 0.5775 L/tonne

Actual 
Consumed 0.77 L/tonne

Target
Consume no greater than  
87 kWh/tonne electricity  
per month

Actual 
Consumed 88 kWh/tonne

Target
Reduce waste production 
(tonnes per month) by 5% on 
2018 producing 5.7 tonnes

Actual 
Produced 8.44 tonnes 

Target
Consume no greater than  
378 kWh/t of electricity at  
EAF on average each month

Achieved 
Consumed 371.71 kWh/t

Target
Reduce water consumption 
(m3/tonne) by 5% on 2018 
producing 0.5415 m3/tonne

Actual 
Produced 0.7 m3/tonne

Target
Reduce general waste 
(tonnes per month) by  
5% on 2018 producing 
17.385 tonnes

Actual 
Produced 27.46 tonnes

Target
Environmental Training 
(ISO14001, Spill Kit and  
Safety Orientation –  
100% of employees

Actual 
Trained 68% of employees

14

Hazardous waste  
was reduced by over 

5%
in 2019  

(Rod and Bar Mill)

CELSA UK are working 
towards achieving net 

ZERO
CARBON



Environmental 
Performance 
Indicators
Raw Materials Efficiency
CELSA’s manufacturing operation is effectively a metal 
recycling process. The principal feedstock is steel scrap 
which is consumed in the process to make new steel,  
but there is a need to provide certain additives to achieve 
the right quality of new steel. The process is about 95% 
efficient with the only wastes being furnace flue dust,  
slag and millscale, each of which are materials that have 
other beneficial uses. The raw materials data for the  
plan is summarised in the following graphs.

A small proportion of the energy CELSA uses to 
manufacture its products comes from natural gas.  
CELSA continues to support initiatives that seek to solve 
this issue by replacing natural gas use across heavy 
industry. As part of CELSA’s participation in the SWIC 
Roadmap initiative, supplying hydrogen gas as an 
alternative to natural gas is being explored for the future. 
For the remaining electricity that we use, it is not only good 
sense for business, but also for the environment to use it  
as efficiently as possible. CELSA aspires towards 100% 
renewable energy on our site, as we continue to develop 
towards a greener future for the steel industry.

Environmental Statement 2020

Materials Efficiency  
(CELSA Manufacturing)

The use of energy is one of the greatest environmental impacts. Energy efficiency is therefore 
fundamental to the business strategy and consumption of electricity and natural gas is continuously 
monitored and measured. Previously, only 15% of the electricity supplied to the plant came from 
renewable sources. CELSA continues to strive towards sourcing 100% renewably sourced electricity, 
highlighting our commitment to sourcing cleaner, greener renewable energy.

Energy Usage  
Section Mill Products: MWh/tonne
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Energy Usage  
Rod and Bar Mill Products: MWh/tonne
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Section Mill  
Energy Consumption
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Melt Shop Energy 
Consumption

Natural gas consumption
Electricity consumption

Melt Shop Production (tonnes) 
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CO2 and Production
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CO2 and Production
CO2 is produced as a direct result of energy  
usage, together with the carbon sources used in 
the steelmaking process. The primary sources of 
CO2 are the use of electricity, natural gas and the 
carbon bearing materials used for steelmaking. 
Emissions of CO2 are determined by a combination 
of the EU Emissions Trading Scheme (EU-ETS) 
verified reporting data for the Melt Shop carbon 
mass balance. The indirect emission of CO2 from 
the use of electricity is taken account of and 
included in the data shown.

CELSA currently monitors and sets targets for 
their Scope 1 and Scope 2 emissions. These 
groups cover carbon emissions which are released 
as a direct result of the activity we carry out as 
a company. By 2023 CELSA has set the target 
to report annually on their Scope 3 emissions. 
Scope 3 extends to cover activities upstream and 
downstream of our manufacturing process, and 
includes factors such as the emissions emitted 
from our employees’ commutes, the transport 
of materials to our site by companies we work 
with, and the emissions that are associated with 
sourcing supplies for site. By being aware of the 
impact we have as a company, we can use our 
influence to help minimise the emissions that arise 
as a result of the activities we carry out. Taking 
full accountability for the extended manufacturing 
stream of our products is a crucial step towards 
creating a circular economy at CELSA. This is 
something which we are passionate about, and 
have already made good progress on, but as 
always we will strive to continuously improve  
our environmental impact.

Melt Shop Air Emissions to Air
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Rolling Mills NOx Emissions to Air
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CELSA recognises that its processes have the potential for significant releases of atmospheric 
emissions, and it is an aspect of the business that is monitored and controlled very carefully. 
Potentially significant emissions are regulated by each of the Environmental Permits. Our emissions 
are measured and monitored to ensure they do not exceed the maximum permitted emission limit 
values. Permit values are determined in accordance with prevailing legislation. The Environmental 
Permits were granted and are rigorously enforced by Natural Resources Wales.

CELSA is committed 
to reporting on its

wider Scope 3 
emissions in 

the future



Water Usage + Quality
CELSA recognises that water is an important 
resource and the manner in which it is 
consumed and treated can impact directly 
on the natural environment. CELSA takes its 
responsibility regarding water management 
very seriously, ensuring that the use and 
consumption of water is controlled and  
where possible, minimised.

Water used on the plants for cooling purposes 
requires treatment in order to prevent 
legionella. It is necessary to treat the water 
we use with biocides, as well as corrosion 
inhibitors and flocculants to aid in the removal 
of solids from the water. Stringent limits are set 
in the Environmental Permits and/or Consents 
to Discharge on the quality of the water that 
we can release from the systems. In order to 
meet these requirements we undertake regular 
monitoring of the effluent streams.

Annual Water Consumption:  
m3/tonne by Production Unit
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Water is a 

precious 
resource

We take pride in our 
water management
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Transport
CELSA is committed to incorporating sustainability into all of 
its manufacturing and business activities and recognises the 
need to balance the requirements of environmental, social 
and economic obligations with business growth aspirations. 
Transportation and logistics is a key area where CELSA 
seeks to continuously improve and adopt more sustainable 
transportation options. CELSA utilises a range of transport 
methodologies including road, sea and rail, depending on the 
geographical location of its customers and transport network 
availability. Where possible more sustainable methods of 
transport such as rail and sea are adopted as the preferred 
method of moving our raw materials and finished products. 
As part of the BES6001 and Eco-Reinforcement Standard 
requirements, CELSA calculates the transport mileage  
and CO2 emissions by mode of transport for both its raw 
materials and finished reinforcing product deliveries.  
This data is presented in the graph below.

  SteelPhalt Cardiff is a £5m investment by Harsco 
Environmental designed to produce up to 300,000 
tonnes per year of sustainable asphalt products 
for the roads of South Wales. SteelPhalt Cardiff 
is the first permanent asphalt plant in Cardiff for 
over 70 years, situated in the industrial heart of 
Cardiff it is ideally located to service both Cardiff 
but as far as Swansea to the west, Merthyr to the 
north and Monmouthshire to the east.

The key driver and benefit behind SteelPhalt 
Cardiff is the ability to turn a by-product (slag) 
from the CELSA UK steel making process into high 
performing, high quality asphalt products that 
contain 95% recycled material, conserving natural 
aggregates but with a lower carbon footprint than 
conventional asphalt products.

Transport CO2 emissions associated 
with Reinforcing Products
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SteelPhalt Cardiff

From old cars to new roads... 

Key facts about SteelPhalt Cardiff
• Can produce at 300 tonnes per hour of asphalt.

•  Can replace 150k tonnes a year of virgin high PSV 
quarried aggregate using Steel slag aggregate.

•  SteelPhalt Slag asphalt products have a 40%  
lower carbon footprint compared to similar 
conventional asphalts.

•  SteelPhalt Slag asphalt products contain an 
average of 95% recycled materials.

•  Steel slag can absorb as much as 20% of its  
own weight of CO² during its processing phase.

•  SteelPhalt produce a range of specialist  
products that maximise the performance 
characteristics of Steel slag.

Environmental Statement 2020 SteelPhalt CardiffEnvironmental Statement 2020 Environmental Performance Indicators

›  CELSA UK use 100% recycled steel from numerous sources around 
the UK to produce high quality steel products one of these sources is 
old, end of life cars.

›  CELSA UK produce reinforcement steel for large construction projects 
such as HS2, Crossrail and wind farms. One project is the Pen Y Cymoedd 
wind farm which generates enough energy to power 15% of Welsh homes.

›  A by-product of the steel making process is Steel Slag. With SteelPhalt 
Cardiff this can now be used to produce asphalt for building and 
resurfacing roads in South Wales reducing the need to quarry virgin 
aggregates and lowering the carbon footprint by as much as 40%.
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Waste Management
CELSA’s manufacturing process is zero production 
waste to landfill. We recycle or recover over 93% 
of our waste, however, we do end up sending a 
small amount to landfill as a result of our sourcing 
100% of our metal materials from recycled scrap. 
We continue to persevere to improve the quality of 
the material in our supply chains, and leading steel 
industry waste production to reduce this number 
even further. We also employ the best available 
techniques in order to minimise the amount we 
send to landfill, and increase the efficiency of our 
manufacturing process.

CELSA operates a circular economy manufacturing 
model. As a result of our steel production, the 
only thing which is sent to landfill is fragments 
of contaminants in the scrap, after they have 
passed through the Electric Arc Furnace (EAF). 
This is because we manufacture 100% of our steel 
products from recovered scrap metal instead of 
using mined ore like other steel manufacturers. 
CELSA has plans to refine this in future by increasing 
the quality of the scrap we source, and further refine 
the metal recovery process.

All the other materials we produce as by-products 
from our manufacturing process are sold on for  
use in other sectors of the manufacturing industry.  
The dust from our EAF is sold on to be used in things 
like the manufacturing of white plastics, where it 
prevents the use of raw materials for this purpose. 
We also market our slag by-products for use in road 
construction, and have an operational Asphalt Plant 
on site to ensure these products are of high quality.

Our by-products are generated from the processing 
of scrap metal. There is a targeted reduction 
programme to improve resource efficiency by 
ensuring all waste generated is recovered or reused, 
where practical. All wastes are appropriately 
segregated; currently CELSA recover or reuse  
93% of waste generated on site.

Circular Economy:
The concept of circular economy 

to keep materials in use for 
as long as possible; through 

recovery, recycling and 
repurposing. An ideal circular 
economy would result in zero 

waste going to landfill.

BiodiversityWaste Management
In 2020 CELSA renewed their ongoing gold membership 
with the Wildlife Trust of South and West Wales 
(WTSWW). This helps to fund and support conservation 
activities and opportunities in Wales and displays 
recognition of the important role, which our natural 
environment plays. In 2019, the WTSWW conducted a site 
survey, which identified opportunities for us to increase 
biodiversity across our Cardiff location. We are excited 
to explore these further in the future, while continuing to 
support the work of the Wildlife Trust.

In recognition of UN World Environment Day in June 
this year, CELSA used online communications with its 
employees to raise awareness surrounding the impact of 
human activity on biodiversity. In addition, information 
was shared on how biodiversity has an impact on different 
aspect of everyone’s lives, while also celebrating 
successful biodiversity initiatives from around the world.

CELSA UK’s recycling week 2020 was held during April 
this year. Employees joined in with different activities 
throughout the week including a recycling competition for 
children during the COVID-19 lockdown, and a company 
fundraiser that raised enough money to plant more than 
50 trees in projects around the world!
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CELSA raised enough  
money to plant more than

50 trees
in projects around  

the world

“CELSA continue their 
partnership with the  
Wildlife Trust of South  
and West Wales (WTSWW) 
as a way of meeting a number 
of its corporate social 
responsibility objectives.

Our Gold membership supports 
conservation work, thereby 
helping to offset CELSA’s 
impact on biodiversity.”

Environmental Statement 2020 BiodiversityEnvironmental Statement 2020 Waste Management

Puffin photographed on Skomer Island – run and maintained 
by the Wildlife Trust of South and West Wales (WTSWW)



Each year CELSA employees elect a charity of the year.  
In 2019 this charity was Lymphoma Action. 

“Lymphoma Action is the UK’s only charity dedicated to 
lymphoma, the most common cancer in 15-24 year olds 
‘and the UK’s fifth most common cancer. They have been 
providing in-depth, expert information and wide-ranging 
support for over 30 years, helping thousands of people 
affected by lymphoma. Their work drives improvements 
in the diagnosis, treatment, and aftercare of lymphoma.” 

A grand total of £9,457 was raised by CELSA employees 
throughout the year, from bake sales, raffles, a Christmas 
jumper day, and even a sponsored fire walk! This is the 
largest amount CELSA has ever raised in a single year for 
a charity, and we are working hard to beat this total by 
the end of 2020.

That’s not all. Throughout 2019 CELSA raised money  
for various other organisations too. In April an Easter  
Egg Collection resulted in 160 eggs being donated and 
shared between two charities:

RISE, who are part of Cardiff Women’s Aid. They work 
with women who are experiencing or escaping violent 
and/or abusive relationships. There are a large number  
of children caught up in these abusive relationships  
with many in refuge alongside their mothers.

Action for Children who work to protect vulnerable 
young children from neglect and abuse. They work 

closely to support young people who are homeless  
and those who care for others.

CELSA’s Charity of the Year for 2020 is AP Cymru,  
a charity which provides direct, bespoke support to 
autistic individuals and their families during all stages 
of their journey. We provide exclusive inclusive activities 
for the whole family, Autism Champion Training, clinics, 
workshops and a Face2Face support service. 

Although it has proven to be a year unlike any other, 
CELSA has not let this diminish their fundraising efforts. 
We aspire to raise just as much money this year through 
virtual fundraising events, such as live raffle draws  
and sponsorship! 

Continuing our track record of working with organisations 
within the community, CELSA has future aspirations 
for getting involved in local projects. For example 
contributing to a community hub being created on 
disused land by the grassroots charity Green Squirrel, 
and supporting charities such as Oasis, which provide 
services and support for those who are most vulnerable 
in our society, to help lift them out of poverty. 

Our charity work remains ongoing, with plans currently 
underway to make sure that we can help as many people 
as possible as a company, and have the greatest positive 
impact we can on society. In future we hope to make it as 
easy as possible for potential projects in need of help,  
to reach out, and get the support they deserve.

|  CESLA employees did a fire walk to raise money for Lymphoma Action, 
walking over hot coals in bare feet twice throughout the evening!

|  In April an Easter Egg Collection resulted in 160 eggs being 
donated and shared between two charities: RISE and Action  
for Children.

Environmental Statement 2020 Community + Stakeholder Engagement
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Community + 
Stakeholder 
Engagement

CELSA employees raised

£9,457
for charity  

throughout the year

CELSA continues to provide support to the local community through both its fundraising and providing  
of materials and expertise for small charities and schools to complete projects that are crucial for 
improving the lives of residents in the area.
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Employee 
Engagement
CELSA Cycle to Work Scheme
For a number of years, CELSA has offered the Cycle to 
Work Scheme in association with CycleSolutions to all 
employees. Those who sign up can purchase push bikes 
tax free. This encourages employees to cycle to work as 
it makes purchasing a bike much more affordable. It also 
reduces the vehicle emissions produced from travelling to 
and from the workplace.

Plastic Free July 2020
In 2020 CELSA celebrated Plastic Free July for the first 
time. The entire Environmental Department took the 
plastic free pledge for the month, promising to cut down on 
the amount of plastic used in their daily lives. Information 
for employees who were also interested in cutting down 
their own plastic waste was communicated to employees 
throughout the month, culminating in a competition to 
submit their ideas for ways we could cut down on plastic 
in the workplace. The winning idea suggested that plastic 
could be reduced by using mains fed water coolers instead 
of bottled. CELSA’s Environmental Department is looking 
to implement this idea in practice in 2021!

Training
CELSA UK delivered over 25,000 hours of training to its 
employees throughout 2019. Each employee undergoes 
vigorous health and safety induction training, which is then 
maintained throughout their career at CELSA. Additional 
training covers areas like environmental awareness 
and accident response. This ensures that our workforce 
has the most up to date knowledge on the major risks 
and opportunities to the business, and how to prevent 
accidents (both safety and environmental) from occurring. 
CELSA continues to work towards its target of zero 
accidents, as neither people nor the environment should 
experience a negative impact because of our activities.

Employee Engagement
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CELSA continues  
to work towards  

its target of

ZERO
ACCIDENTS

CELSA delivered over

25,000
hours of training 
to its employees 
throughout 2019
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Richard Lewis
Environmental 
Manager 

As the Environmental Manager at CELSA, 
my role involves communicating on all 
environmental compliance matters to  
over 500 employees at all levels, 
to ultimately ensure that continual 
environmental improvement is achieved. 
I graduated from Cardiff University in 
July 2006 with a BSc Honours degree in 
Environmental Geoscience. The three 
year course motivated me to pursue a 
career within the environmental sector, 
more specifically within compliance 
and regulation. I have worked in the 
environmental profession for 10 years,  
8 years within the manufacturing industry 
and 2 years in a consultancy role. My 
current role includes conducting 2nd party 
audits and benchmarking visits at CELSA 
Group sites across Europe. I became a Full 
Member of IEMA and obtained Chartered 
Environmentalist status with Society for 
the Environment in November 2016.

Gabriella Nizam
Environmental 
Advisor

As one of the more recent additions to 
the team, my role as an Environmental 
Advisor is to facilitate all communication 
and implementation of environmental 
compliance here at CELSA. I graduated 
from the University of Bristol in 2017  
with an MSci in Environmental Geoscience.  
I have previously worked in finance 
however, after a year at HSBC I decided  
to return to my environmental routes,  
as this is an area of particular interest  
and passion. I believe that we have a 
unique opportunity here at CELSA to  
move towards a more circular, more 
sustainable future and I am excited to  
be a part of that process.

Hannah Mayled 
Environmental 
Graduate

Joining CELSA’s Environmental Team 
in April this year has been incredibly 
rewarding. After completing my MSc 
in Environmental Management at 
Aberystwyth University I was looking for  
a role which would let me really put all  
the knowledge I had gained to good use. 

As an Environmental Graduate, I help 
assist in the daily tasks and checks 
required by the Environmental 
Department to make sure everything  
runs smoothly. I am very excited to have 
had the opportunity to create CELSA UK’s 
very first Biodiversity Action Plan, and 
look forward to working alongside other 
CELSA employees throughout next year  
to help make these projects a reality. 

Isabel Vazquez Diaz
Health and  
Safety Manager

I have been leading the health and  
safety team at CELSA Manufacturing  
UK since 2017, supporting our operations 
in achieving the company goal of zero 
accidents. I have almost twenty years  
of experience in managing the health  
and safety of large, complex and 
hazardous installations, located in 
some of the world’s most challenging 
environments including UK, Scandinavia, 
Egypt and Kazakhstan.

Shaun Oldfield
Health and Safety 
Advisor (Sections  
Mill & Logistics) 

As a Safety Advisor I often get asked  
“what do you do?” I suppose the simple 
answer is “I help to prevent people coming 
to harm”, however, there is no simple 
solution. We are all different and we are 
all wired in slightly different ways which 
makes the job I do both challenging, 
interesting and also sometimes 
frustrating! I have worked in the steel 
sector as a H&S specialist for the last 
seven years and recently gained Chartered 
status with the “Institution of Occupational 
Safety and Health” (IOSH). I joined CELSA 
in early 2016 having previously worked 
as the Safety, Health and Environmental 
Officer for a steel fabrication company who 
specialised in manufacturing and erecting 
bridges for the road and rail industry. I 
work closely with management teams and 
staff helping to promote a safer working 
environment so that we all go home to our 
families in the same (hopefully healthy) 
condition that we arrived in. 

Michael Kethro
Health and Safety 
Advisor (Rod and  
Bar Mill)

Before joining CELSA in March 2018 I 
started my career in the RAF as a Ground 
Support Technician, working on a wide 
variety of equipment used to service 
the aircraft. Following this I went to 
work for Air Products (AP) within their 
Industrial Gasses division. While at AP I 
studied for a BSc Degree with the Open 
University in Environment and Human 
Health. I completed my NEBOSH General 
Certificate in 2010 and following this 
I secured my first position working 
as a Safety Advisor. This was within 
the offshore industry, working for a 
shipping company that specialised in 
subsea construction, maintenance and 
installations for the major oil and gas 
companies. My roles have taken me all 
over the world but I am now enjoying my 
work at the RBM and my time at home.

Darren Jones
Health and  
Safety Advisor 

I have been a Safety Advisor for the last 3 
years since leaving the Shop floor. I have 
worked with Steel and Heavy Plant since 
the early 1990s. In 2003 I was a Crane 
Driver in the Section Mill before moving to 
Castle Works. I was there for a few years 
then moved back to Tremorfa Melt Shop. 

In 2012 I moved to TATA and worked in  
the Hot Mill, until its closure which  
sent me on to Orb Works in Newport.  
In 2017 the opportunity came up for the 
Safety Advisors role. I had completed my 
NEBOSH General Certificate back in 2009 
and had “sat on it” since then. I knew this 
would be a good progression in my career 
to apply for the role so I did, and was lucky 
enough to get it, but sadly the decision 
was made to close the works at Christmas 
2019. I came back to Tremorfa Melt Shop 
as Safety Advisor at the start of 2020, and 
promptly walked straight into the COVID 
19 Pandemic. Being a Safety Advisor is a 
very demanding role at times and can be 
frustrating, but the rewards in helping to 
lessen the hazards in this industry whilst 
working alongside some fantastic people 
more than makes up for it.

Dean Burnell 
Health and  
Safety Site  
Co-ordinator

Working in construction as a teenager 
and after serving with the Royal Marines 
I often worked in conditions or asked to 
do tasks which looking back were unsafe 
to say the least, but being inexperienced, 
some peer pressure from employer and 
being oblivious to the risk back then you 
carried on regardless.

This was my driver and incentive to get 
into a Health and Safety role! To help 
others, to try to change the old ways, to 
make a difference. Various H&S training 
and qualifications later allowed me to 
enrol on a Master’s degree in Health and 
safety. I started with CELSA at the end of 
2018 as a Health and safety advisor at BRC 
Newport then took the role as Regional 
H&S advisor before moving to CELSA 
Manufacturing, prior to these, I have had 
safety roles in contract manufacturing  
and construction.

Our aim as a Health and Safety team 
is to do what is possible to prevent 
people getting hurt, through training, 
communication, researching and 
developing new ideas to eliminate 
hazards, which are all things we feel 
passionate about and will achieve.

Christopher Stenton
Contract Safety  
Coordinator 

I have been a health and safety 
professional for over 6 years with  
the majority of that time spent in 
warehousing and logistics, moving  
into manufacturing last year and  
CELSA UK at the beginning of April 2019. 

I am qualified to NEBOSH General 
Certificate level and currently working 
towards my NVQ Level 6 diploma in 
Occupational Safety and Health Practice. 
As the Contractor Safety Coordinator 
at CELSA, I have the responsibility of 
reviewing and approving contractors 
competencies to be able to carry 
out works on site prior to any work 
commencing and auditing them against 
their and our standards, feeding back 
any findings in real time. This is for all 
contractors from maintenance engineers 
to office cleaners. I work as closely with 
the contractors to ensure that we have all 
the information required to allow them 
access to site and work safely.

are their

CELSA  
recognises their

employees

No. 1 asset.
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CELSA recognises that its greatest asset is its 
employees. Throughout the COVID-19 epidemic in 
2020, we have sought to support our employees as 
much as possible. One of the key CELSA values is 
teamwork, and by working together throughout the 
year we have managed to minimise cases across our 
operational units. 

By employing a groundbreaking approach to how we 
work, CELSA has managed to change how activities on 
site are conducted, to make coming to work as safe as 
possible for everyone who works with us, and in turn 
their loved ones at home.

CELSA employees from the Rod and Bar Mill showed their 
appreciation and support for the NHS back in April by arranging coils 
into a written message visible from the skies of Cardiff.
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25th March 2021 

Ref. DCL1132L2 

CELSA – 2020 Environmental Statement. 
Diagenesis Consulting Ltd (DCL) has been commissioned by CELSA to complete an independent 
review and verification of defined sustainability information for the data presented in their 
Environmental Statement 2020 entitled “There’s more to CELSA than Steel”. 

DCL would consider that in their 2020 Environmental Statement CELSA continues to demonstrate its 
commitment to its sustainability goals. The company maintains their commitment to detailed and 
reliable data collection and provides transparency with regards monitoring their performance against 
targets. 

The review of the final version of the 2020 Environmental Statement and the data presented therein 
identified no evidence of errors or anomalies. Data review and discussions with the Environmental 
Team indicate that data processes and systems in place appear to be comprehensive, robust and as 
a result create the transparency in reporting required in the appropriate sections of the responsible 
sourcing standards. 

 

 

Signed on behalf of Diagenesis Consulting Ltd by, 

 
Date: 25th March 2021 

David Richardson 

Director. 
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